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Helping people make a difference in Westmoreland County
2008 – Time to Reassess Our
Success
Westmoreland Cleanways,
o r i g i n a l l y P A C l e a n W a ys o f
Westmoreland County, was founded
and built on the strength of committed
individuals who wanted to clean up
the tons of trash that scarred some of
our county’s most beautiful lands.
Since 1990, volunteers, sponsors and
supporters have cleaned up over
1,500 tons of trash and 18,642 tires
from illegal dumpsites across the
county.
In addition, Fugitive Tire
groups collected an additional 44,671
tires, and 5,944 tires were collected
by municipal public works crews
through our TRAP program.
Illegal dumping almost always
occurs in remote and isolated places,
where few people live and few people
travel. Often, the trash is thrown over
hillsides completely out of sight of
passing motorists. As a result, many
people are unaware that the problem
exists, much less of its widespread
prevalence.
In 1991, PA CleanWays
performed the first county-wide dump
survey to increase the public’s
awareness of the problem, thus
providing a basis for community and
government support. At that time,
106 sites each containing more than
one pick-up truck load of trash were
identified. A more extensive survey
was completed in 1996 (published in
1997) in order to increase public
awareness of the problem and to
assess PA CleanWays’ effectiveness
thus far in combating the problem.
In comparing the 1991 results
to 1996, an additional 36 sites were
identified which surveyors believe

existed but were overlooked in 1991.
Including the 19 sites that were
cleaned up during that time, a total of
161 dump sites were documented in
the 1997 survey, with 60 of those
sites cleaned.

Spring 2008

for sites. Data collected will include
t h e n am e of t h e r o a d a n d
municipality; GPS coordinates of the
site; proximity to waterways and
wetlands; visibility of the site; and
type and quantity of trash present.
Funding for this latest survey
will be provided through the PA
De par tm ent of E n v ir onm ent al
Protection and the Greensburg
Foundation Fund of the Community
Foundation of Westmoreland County.
When complete, the
Westmoreland County illegal dump
survey will become part of PA
CleanWays, Inc.’s Statewide Illegal
(con’t. on P. 2)

In This Issue
Westmoreland Cleanways
has come a long way since 1997.
The last few years have seen a
slowing of our cleanup activities for
several reasons.
The very large
dumpsites originally identified in 1991
were cleaned up and have stayed
clean. With the expansion of our
education efforts, people are
becoming more aware of the
environmental dangers posed by
illegal dumping; and, through our
collection events for hard-to-dispose
items, people understand that they
have proper disposal alternatives
available for the types of trash
generally seen in dumpsites.
10 years later, it is time to reassess our success. Westmoreland
Cleanways, in partnership with PA
CleanWays, Inc., has scheduled
another full county-wide illegal dump
survey for the fall of 2008. Surveyors
will once again physically travel every
public roadway in the county looking
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Dump Survey and Cleanup initiative
to be published in 2012.
The
overarching goal of the initiative is not
only to document the problem but to
showcase the efforts and
accomplishments of Westmoreland
Cleanways and PA CleanWays and
its many partners who are working to
make Pennsylvania a cleaner and
greener place in which to live, work,
and visit.
Westmoreland Cleanways is
eager to begin the 2008 Illegal Dump
Survey to find out for ourselves just
how successful we’ve been in not
only cleaning up the known sites but
in deterring the occurrence of new
sites. We are aware, of course, that
pockets of trash still exist out there.
We know some roads to be perennial
dumpsites that volunteers clean up
again and again, only to have more
trash and tires turn up as soon as the
volunteers pull away.
In some
respects, we’re victims of our own
success.
Dumpers know that
“someone” will clean up the trash, so
they take advantage of the concern
respectful residents have for their
environment.
Other people have
gotten complacent and believe that
reporting a site to Westmoreland
Cleanways is good enough – that we
will “send somebody out” to clean up
the site. The personal initiative and
stewardship for organizing cleanups
has gotten lost in the shuffle.
It takes a whole lot of effort to
organize a cleanup.
W hile

Westmoreland Cleanways has the
technical expertise and partnerships in
place to accomplish the logistics, it
takes personal commitment and pride
from ordinary people with a personal
stake in the property to truly call it a
success. We hope that, as a result of
the 2008 survey, the spark will once
again be lit in the hearts of residents,
municipal leaders, business owners,
and everyone with a stake in making
our county a healthier and more
beautiful place in which to live and
work.
Take a look again at the photo
on the first page. Does this furniture
look familiar? Do you know someone
who’s been bragging about getting new
furniture?
The sofa is white, the
carpeting is light blue, and there’s even
a full-sized mattress.
It was
photographed on 11/30/07 on Armel
Hollow Road in Unity Township.

We’d like to get a jump on the
2008 illegal dump survey by collecting
leads, tips and photos now. If you are
aware of an illegal dumpsite, big,
small, tires, appliances, household
trash, whatever, won’t you drop us a
note with the information? Pass the
word to your neighbors and municipal
officials, too. We’ll need the name of
the road, municipality, and any
landmarks that would help us identify
the site.
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Great PA Cleanup
Westmoreland Cleanways is facilitating several cleanups this season, in addition to assisting
groups who register for the Great PA Cleanup. This program sponsored by Keep Pennsylvania
Beautiful provides cleanup supplies and free disposal for groups that register and conduct their
cleanups between March 1 and May 31.
The theme of this year’s campaign is “Let’s Pick It Up, PA!” You can call us to register, or you
can go directly to the Great PA Cleanup website at www.greatpacleanup.org/events/
registeranevent.asp and register yourself. Either way, you must be registered by April 11 in order to receive an event
registration/ID number. You will have to present your ID number at the landfill to qualify for free disposal provided by
the PA Waste Industries Association. We have a supply of bags and vests available in our office for your convenience.
If you think your cleanup will require special equipment, please let us know so we can visit the site if necessary.
As we go to print, following are some of the cleanups that Westmoreland Cleanways is helping to coordinate.
Call us at 724-836-4129 to learn how you can volunteer, or to schedule your own event.
◊
◊
◊
◊

April 13 / 4H Conservation Club / Pleasant Valley Park, Murrysville
April 19 / Sewickley Creek Watershed Association / Youngwood/Armbrust/Mt. Pleasant Township areas
April 24 / Pittsburgh Explorers Club, Twin Maples Hunt Club, Local Residents / High Rocks, Derry Borough
June 7 / Friends of Keystone State Park / Various Sites in Park, Derry Township

Spring Clean Up and Clean Out—
Out—2008 Community Cleanup Days**
Where:

Donegal Township and Borough
RESIDENTS ONLY
When:
Last Week of April
What:
Furniture, mattresses, TVs
Tires (off rim only)
Cost:
Fee for tires
CAN’T TAKE: Freon appliances (refrig/freezers)
For more info: 724-593-6309
~~~~~
Where:

Ligonier Township & Borough, Laurel
Mountain Borough
RESIDENTS ONLY
When:
April 19, 9 a.m.—Noon
What:
Tires, bulky waste,
Cost:
$10.00 per truckload, $5.00 per carload,
$2.00 for regular-sized tires (tires on rims
$4.00), $5.00 for large-sized tires (tires on
rims $10.00), $15.00 for freon-containing
appliances and $10.00 for other
appliances.
CAN’T TAKE: Paint, pressurized paint cans, hazardous
materials, items containing dirt, C&D,
household garbage, broken glass and
grass clippings.
For more info: 724-238-2725
~~~~~
Where:
City of New Kensington City Garage
RESIDENTS ONLY
When:
First week in May
What:
Tires, scrap metal/appliances, bulky
waste, yard waste, building materials
Cost:
$2.00/tire
For more info: 724-335-5421
~~~~~

Where:
When:
What:

Borough of Trafford
April 18 & 19
Tires, batteries, appliances, household
items, bulky waste
For more info: 412-372-7652
~~~~~
Where:
Upper Burrell Municipal Building
RESIDENTS ONLY
When:
May 8
What:
Tires, Scrap metal/appliances, Bulky
waste, yard waste
Cost:
$2.00 car/lt truck off rim; $5.00 on rim;
$10.00 lg. truck tire off rim; $13.00 on
rim
Bulky waste charged by vehicle size
CAN’T TAKE: freon appliances; HHW, C&D, batteries
For more info: 724-335-3517
~~~~~
Where:

Washington Township
RESIDENTS ONLY
When:
May 5 through 9; 7 a.m.—7 p.m.
What:
Scrap metal/appliances; Bulky
waste, yard waste
CAN’T TAKE: freon appliances
For more info: 724-727-3515
**Not a complete list of community
events. Call the community for
additional information**
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Collection Season Begins
Our first tire/battery/
appliance/scrap metal collection will
be held on April 12 at Keystone State
Park in Derry Township. This will be
the fourth year of partnering with the
park’s annual cleanup day.
Since it is also the first day of
trout season, the Keystone Friends of
the Park Committee will be selling
breakfast, lunch, drinks and snacks
beginning at 6:00 a.m. You can eat,
fish, and recycle all at the same time.
How much better can life get?
Other spring collections will
be in Vandergrift on April 19, Delmont
on May 3, and Murrysville on June 7.
Items to be collected and cost
are as follows:
Tires:
Automobile/light truck off rim:
Automobile/light truck on rim:

$1.75
$2.75

OTR/Heavy Equipment tires:

$22.00
& up

Tractor Tires:

$17.00 & up

Tractor Trailer tires off rim:
Tractor Trailer tires on rim:

$8.00
$12.00

*Westmoreland Cleanways members
receive discount on tire disposal*

Freon Appliances

WESTMORELAND CLEANWAYS
QUARTERLY CALENDAR
SPRING 2008

APRIL

1
5
5
5

10
12
12

13
13
19
19

$20.00/each

Other appliances/scrap metal

FREE

Vehicle Batteries

FREE

Cell phones, CFLs, Ink Cartidges
FREE
2008 Collection Sponsors
Dan’s Tire
Salandro’s Refuse, Inc.
Appliance Warehouse
Keystone State Park
Vandergrift Improvement Program
Carmike Cinemas
Municipality of Murrysville
Westmoreland Cleanways volunteers

19

19
19

26
26

3
3

Earth Month Begins—Great PA
Cleanup
“Talkin Trash” with 1480 WCNS
8:30 a.m.
Fugitive Tire Program
Backyard Composting Workshop
The Barn at Donohoe Center
9 a.m.—Noon
Monthly Meeting 6:30 p.m.
Fugitive Tire Program
Tire/Battery/Appliance
Collection
Keystone State Park
9 a.m.— Noon
2008 RECYCLING GUIDE in
Tribune Review
Pleasant Valley Park Cleanup—
Murrysville
GREAT PA CLEANUP
Sewickley Creek Watershed
Cleanup— New Stanton/
Armbrust/Mt. Pleasant areas
Vandergrift Community Cleanup
(tires/scrap metal/bulky items)
9 a.m.—2 p.m.
Fugitive Tire Program
Westmoreland Earth Day
St. Vincent College
Noon—5 p.m.
Fugitive Tire Program
High Rocks Cleanup—Derry Boro
MAY
“Talkin Trash” with 1480 WCNS
8:30 a.m.
Backyard Composting Workshop
Winnie Palmer Nature Reserve
9:30 a.m.
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8
10

10

17

24

MAY—con’t.
Tire/Battery/Appliance
Collection
Wynnsong Theater, Delmont
8:30 a.m.—Noon
Monthly Meeting 6:30 p.m.
Backyard Composting Workshop
Oak Hollow Park, N. Huntingdon
9 a.m.—11 a.m.
Master Gardener Plant Sale
Donohoe Center
8 a.m.—1 p.m.
Backyard Composting Workshop
The Barn at Donohoe Center
9 a.m.—Noon
Electronics Collection
Allegheny Township Mun. Bldg.
9 a.m.—1 p.m.

JUNE
7 “Talkin Trash” with 1480 WCNS
8:30 a.m.
7 Keystone State Park Cleanup
Derry Township
7 Tire/Battery/Appliance
Collection
Murrysville Municipal Building
8:30 a.m.—Noon
12 Monthly Meeting 6:30 p.m.
14 Backyard
Composting
Workshop
The Barn at
Donohoe Center
9 a.m.—Noon
JULY
5 “Talkin Trash” with 1480 WCNS
8:30 a.m.
3-6 Westmoreland Arts & Heritage
Festival
Call our office for details
on any event
724-836-4129
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What is Your Carbon Footprint?
It seems everywhere you turn, alarms are
being raised about global climate change and the
looming environmental crisis. The problem seems
so huge, we wonder how anything we do can
possibly make a difference. The bottom line is, we
can only control our own behavior and hope the rest of the world
will follow suit.
Scientists say that global climate change is caused by the
overload of greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere. A
primary source of greenhouse gas emissions, measured in carbon
equivalents, is the pollution entering the atmosphere from burning
fossil fuel. The burning of fossil fuel in turn can be traced to
energy production, either for transportation (personal or mass
transit) or to power manufacturing plants that make the goods we
use every day.
Again, you say, “How can what I do make an
impact on global warming?” The answer is, each person making
environmentally responsible changes to their lifestyle can have a
major impact when taken collectively. And, if enough individuals
demand that industry leaders become more environmentally
responsible, the cumulative effect will be a major reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions and cleaner air as a result.
What does recycling have to do with greenhouse gas
emissions and carbon equivalents? It has to do with the amount of
energy that is consumed to produce an item from raw material
versus recycled material. Take aluminum, for example, a metal
that can be recycled almost indefinitely. First the bauxite ore is
mined in places like Australia or West Africa; then it has to be
shipped to the U.S., transported to a smelter where the aluminum
ore is removed; the aluminum ore is processed with other
ingredients into a liquid and poured into sheets, and then the
sheets are fabricated into cans or other aluminum products.
Imagine the energy used in each one of those phases.
Then, consider the journey of a recycled aluminum can.
From your house, it goes to the curb where it is picked up by the
recycling truck and delivered to the recycling plant; there, it is
sorted into another pile of aluminum cans, baled, and shipped to
an aluminum processing plant; at the processing plant, it is melted
down, poured into sheets, and stamped into new products. It is
estimated that recycling an aluminum can saves 95% of the
energy needed to make aluminum from the raw material. With this
illustration, it’s easy to see how that can be.
Here in Westmoreland County, we collectively recycled
19,554 tons of material and sent 292,915 tons of trash to a county
landfill, roughly a 6% diversion rate. Not very good when you
consider that the state’s recycling goal is 35%. But that 19,554
tons of recycling resulted in a reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions (measured in metric tons of carbon equivalent) of
13,081 TONS. Put another way, it was like saving 50,407 barrels
of oil, or taking 4,225 cars off the road or saving 2,353,213 gallons
of gasoline!
Your efforts do make a difference, and will continue to add
up. Westmoreland Cleanways is working diligently to provide
additional and more comprehensive recycling options for residents
and businesses through education and programming.

The Digital Revolution
As reported in our Winter 2007
newsletter, Westmoreland Cleanways is very
concerned about the pending change-over of
analog to digital television signals on February
17, 2009. While, by all accounts, satellite and
cable subscribers will not be affected, people
who rely on over-the-air signals, rooftop
antennae and rabbit ears will lose their pictures
unless they invest in an analog-to-digital
converter box.
The Federal government is offering
discount coupons worth $40 each (limit 2 per
household) to defray the cost of the converter
equipment. While this may seem like a bargain,
the devil’s advocate in me says “If my television
is so old that it doesn’t even have digital
capability, and if the converter box is $70-$80
(without the coupon), I might as well invest a little
bit more and get a whole new television.”
Whichever way you look at it, there is a
real possibility that a lot of people will have TVs
to get rid of. For the latest information on the
digital TV switchover, and to receive your
discount coupons, visit www.dtv.gov.
Check out Page 6 for information on
Westmoreland Cleanways’ first electronics
collection scheduled for May 24 in Allegheny
Township. We hope to schedule additional
electronics collections in the future to properly
dispose of televisions and other household
electronics.

Pennsylvania Material Trader
We’re continually finding resources to
help people dispose of material, either by
recycling it or by finding someone else who can
use it. Pennsylvania Material Trader provides an
opportunity for businesses to connect with each
other to save money on waste disposal and raw
material cost. Participants can list material they
need or items they have to dispose of. The
online service is free and confidential (materials
may be offered at a nominal cost). Check them
out at www.materialtrader.org.
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Newsprint as Animal Bedding

E-Cycling Event Scheduled

A number of years ago, before Westmoreland
County had options for recycling paper, one of the more
popular uses for old newsprint was as animal bedding.
Several farmers in the area had obtained shredders
through the DEP which enabled them to shred paper and
telephone books and use the paper in their barns. In fact,
that was the destination of the telephone books that were
collected when Waste Management and Verizon (then
Bell of PA) sponsored our telephone book collections each
winter.
Once Westmoreland Cleanways started its dropoff paper recycling program in 2001, there was no longer a
need to conduct a separate telephone book collection. As
a result, Westmoreland Cleanways’ referral list became
out-of-date and we lost touch with farmers who still need
and want newsprint and/or telephone books for use as
animal bedding.
As mentioned in the Winter 07 By The Way,
Abitibi, the company that now operates the paper recycling
program, will not accept telephone books; thus, as of July,
2005, we no longer had a market for them.
But people
got used to recycling them! Westmoreland Cleanways’
office is flooded each year with phone calls asking what to
do with telephone books when the new directories are
distributed. This year was no exception. Not only were
individuals calling, but businesses that had hundreds of
directories simply would not just throw them away.
At just about the same time, we received an email
from Vickie Baker at Maple Bottom Farm near Scottdale
looking for newsprint for her herd of cattle. Well, Vickie’s
call couldn’t have come at a better time. I was able to put
her in touch with the companies that had called with large
quantities of phone books, and a match was made.
Being able to help the Bakers got us thinking
about other farmers who still use shredded paper for
animal bedding, and about other companies who may
have large volumes of newsprint or telephone directorytype catalogs to dispose of.
If you are a farmer in need of shredded paper for
animal bedding, please contact our office to be put on our
referral list. And, if you are a generator of paper that can
be used for animal bedding, call so we can match you with
a farmer who can use your material. What a great
example of recycling and reuse!

Westmoreland Cleanways, in partnership with the
Roaring Run Watershed Association, has scheduled an
Electronics Recycling Collection to provide area residents
and small businesses the opportunity to properly dispose
of computers and household electronic items.
The Roaring Run Watershed Association has
been protecting the waterways around Apollo since 1982.
They manage 652 acres of land, open to the public for
hiking, picnicking and enjoying the recreational
opportunities along the Kiski River. RRWA volunteers
have spent countless hours cleaning up acres of dump
sites and other sources of pollution to create the scenic
retreat in the heart of the watershed. To celebrate 25
years of service to the community, the directors wanted to
do something special to highlight their accomplishments
and continue their commitment to eliminating sources of
environmental pollution.
Environmental Committee
Chairman John Linkes contacted Westmoreland
Cleanways to propose a joint project.
We at
Westmoreland Cleanways were only too happy to work
together with the Roaring Run Watershed, long-time
partners in many cleanup efforts. Thus, the idea of an
electronics collection was borne.
The electronics recycling collection is scheduled
for Saturday, May 24, 2008 at the Allegheny Township
Municipal Building, 136 Community Building Road,
Leechburg, PA 15656. Time of the collection will be from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. The collection is open to all residents and
small businesses wishing to safely and properly dispose of
computers and other household electronic items. Scott
Electric and USA Lights will deconstruct the items, reclaim
the metals, glass and other recyclable material where
possible, and safely dispose of the material that is not
recyclable. Modest fees will be charged on a per unit
basis.
Westmoreland Cleanways and Roaring Run
Watershed Association members will receive a discount
on the disposal fee. A complete price list can be
downloaded at www.westmorelandcleanways.org.
Computers, televisions and other electronics
contain materials such as lead, cadmium and mercury,
which can pose a risk to human health and the
environment. Improper handling or disposal of these units
may contaminate soil or water.
While federal and
Pennsylvania law currently does not ban the disposal of
consumer electronics from landfills, waste industry experts
and environmental organizations agree that the large
volume of electronics in need of disposal definitely
presents a challenge to landfill operators to keep them
safe. In addition, collectively, the amount of metals that
can be reclaimed becomes a valuable commodity that can
be recycled into new electronic components.
For more information about the May 24 Electronics
Recycling Collection, call our office at 724-836-4129.
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Special Events Recycling
As this newsletter is being prepared, the day is still quite chilly, but we know
that community and volunteer groups throughout the county are beginning to prepare
for the summer festival season. Westmoreland Cleanways would like to remind you
that we have available ClearStream Recyclers, collapsible containers for collecting
recyclable plastic bottles and aluminum cans. Capturing the recyclable bottles and
cans from your special event can substantially reduce the volume of trash that ends up
in the landfill and will show your community that you care about our environment.
After initial successes recycling at three of the Rolling Rock Towne Fairs and
the Westmoreland Arts & Heritage Festival, Westmoreland Cleanways wanted to
expand the Special Events Program by purchasing recycling bins that we could loan to
interested community groups. We were able to do just that with a grant from the
Katherine Mabis McKenna Foundation. With the purchase of the ClearStream
Recyclers, we were able to partner with the Westmoreland County Bureau of Parks and
Recreation to expand the Westmoreland Arts & Heritage Festival recycling effort at
Twin Lakes Park. Organizers of the annual Hempfield Fall Festival and several other
community and church festivals also took advantage of the opportunity to recycle. Last
Recyclables collected at Rolling Rock
Towne Fair, 2005
year for the first time, we worked with the Westmoreland Fair Board to recycle at the
Westmoreland Fair.
The ClearStream Recyclers and bags are available on loan to event organizers at no charge. Westmoreland
Cleanways can assist with setting up the recycling program. Event organizers arrange to pick up and return the bins,
and for the disposition of the recyclables at a recycling center. To reserve bins for your event, call Westmoreland
CleanWays at 724-836-4129.

PP-E-T Fun Facts
Our thanks to the people at NAPCOR (National Association for PET Container
Resources), who were instrumental in helping Westmoreland Cleanways get its Special
Events Recycling program started. They provided technical assistance and arranged for a
joint program with Pepsi Cola to obtain special bottle-shaped recycling containers that
were used at the Westmoreland Arts & Heritage Festival and at Westmoreland Earth Day
at St. Vincent College.
Consider this - Westmoreland Cleanways collected over 1,000 lbs. of bottles
through its Special Events Recycling Program in 2006-2007. That’s 16,000 or 18,000
bottles, depending on how you look at it. That’s a lot of pop!
Now, did you know that:
◊ PET or PETE stands for Polyethylene Terephthalate
◊ There are approximately 18 16 oz. bottles or 16 20 oz. bottles in one lb. of
plastic.
◊ Recycling 4,800 16 oz. bottles saves one cubic yard (3 x 3 x 3) of landfill space
◊ Recycling one ton of PET containers saves 7.4 cubic yards of landfill space
◊ You can make one XL t-shirt using 14 20 oz. PET bottles
◊ Since 1978, manufacturers have reduced the weight of a 2-liter PET bottle from
68 grams to 48 grams. It wasn’t your imagination—the bottles are thinner!

Ben Wright saving enough bottles
to make himself an EarthDay tshirt

Recycling Comes to the Northeast
Westmoreland Cleanways proudly announces a new recycling program that will start up this spring to serve the
communities of Bolivar, New Florence and Seward Boroughs and St. Clair Township. In response to requests from
members of the various communities for advice on how to make recycling available to their residents, we called on our
friends from Waste Management. Without missing a beat, they agreed to place a recycling rolloff container at the
Roadway Plaza on Rt. 711 on a trial basis. We were also able to secure an underwriter for the cost of educational
brochures that will be mailed to all residents of those communities.
Material to be collected will include: newspaper, #1 and #2 plastic, aluminum cans, bimetal cans, and clear/
green/brown glass.
We are very happy to begin this new venture with Waste Management, and thank Felix Szymkowiak from
Roadway Plaza, QuatriniRaffertyGalloway for underwriting the cost of the educational material, and the officials from
each municipality for their support.
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If you do not want to receive this newsletter,
please call 724-836-4129 and ask to have your
name removed from our mailing list.

What We’re All About
Westmoreland Cleanways is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization
whose mission is to protect, restore and maintain the environmental
qualities of our county for the benefit of all who live, work, and visit
herein. Westmoreland Cleanways accomplishes its mission by
sponsoring and promoting programs that address the proper
disposal of solid waste through recycling, special collections, and the
cleanup of illegal dumpsites and littered areas. We educate the
public through presentations, print media and the web.
Westmoreland Cleanways initiates and facilitates programs by
bringing together a network of volunteers, industry leaders, and state
and local government representatives to provide services in the most
efficient and economical manner. We are funded by the county
commissioners, member fees, private donations, sponsorships and
grants. Volunteers donate time, energy and expertise to carry out
our mission.

We hope you enjoyed our newsletter. To support our
activities, please become a member. Return this coupon
and your payment to Westmoreland Cleanways, 226
Donohoe Road, Suite 101, Greensburg, PA 15601-7470.

Date __________
Name:_____________________________________
Address:___________________________________
City ______________________Zip+4____________
County:____________________________________
Phone: (h)______________ (w)________________
Email: _____________________________________

Volunteers and new members are always welcome. Won’t you
call our office, visit us on the web, or attend a meeting to learn more
about how you can be a part of Westmoreland Cleanways?

___ Individual $5
___ Lifetime Individual $100
___ Family $15
___ Lifetime Family $300
___ Organization/Business $25
___ Municipal $25
___ Corporation $100 ___ Lifetime Corporate $500

~ MEETING NOTICE ~

___ Additional contributions are greatly appreciated.

Regular meetings are held at 6:30 PM in the Westmoreland
Conservation District Barn, 218 Donohoe Road, Greensburg,
on the second Thursday of every month (except July &
December). Call 724-836-4129 for information. Everyone is
welcome.

Memberships and contributions are tax
deductible, as defined by law

WE DO NOT SHARE OR SELL OUR MAILING LIST

